BOOST YOUR BUSINESS
CONNECTIVITY, WITH
SD-WAN
SD-WAN gives you unprecedented visibility
and control of network traffic, representing
a significant growth opportunity for your
business.
With Intercity Technology you get the best
of both worlds when it comes to our network.
Our Software Defined Network (SDN)
prioritises automation, enabling faster service
delivery and improved in-life management.
One of the key advantages of SD-WAN is
that it is ‘transport-agnostic’, ensuring the
network can utilise any transport mode,
regardless of who provides it or where the
network edges are located.

Our Software-Defined Wide Area Network
(SD-WAN) solutions build upon these
foundations, providing even greater visibility
and control - all the way to individual users
and applications. SD-WAN can help you to
make the most of the network you have.
But it can’t create more bandwidth. That’s
where Intercity’s SDN comes in and
completes the picture. Gain the quality,
visibility and performance of SD-WAN
and retain the bandwidth flexibility of our
network.

Business Benefits

Visibility and control of your network

Security – Security is inherent to

Flexibility – Add or change

in real-time - SD-WAN delivers

the SD-WAN solution, delivering

bandwidth in near real-time

complete visibility and control of your

all of the benefits of a secure MPLS

network traffic, ensuring that your

deployment with the visibility of

business critical data is prioritised for

traffic flows and an integrated

top performance

security suite

Ease of Use – Control traffic routing,

UK based support – We offer

Firewall – Next Generation Firewall

application performance and security

full 24x7x365 UK based support

(NGFW) as standard with all

via an easy to use interface

with knowledgeable staff who

deployments.

can troubleshoot issues and offer
advice on best practice for system
configuration
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THE BENEFITS OF SD-WAN
SD-WAN allows you
to control traffic
routing, application
performance and
security via an easy to
use interface.

High availability and
scalable platform for
rapid introduction of
new service offerings.

Consistent and
reliable WAN services
that align with
business
objectives.

Built in end-to-end
encryption ensures
the security of your
data both in-flight
and in the Cloud.

Existing connectivity
customers are able
to be upgraded
remotely, and in a
project managed way.

Traffic management
capabilities ensures
business continuity.

About Intercity
Intercity is the ideal partner to enable organisations

We are one of the few businesses that can securely bridge

to flourish securely in the new age of working from

the IT gap between home and corporate working. Our

anywhere.

support brings together our expertise in communications,

With 35 years’ experience, we have the skills and expertise
to help your business today and prepare for the future.

managed services and secure cloud to enable workforces
to safely operate both remotely and under the same roof.

Since 1985, we have been giving honest advice and
providing technology-enabled solutions to over 4,000
customers internationally. Today, we are proud to have
delivered innovative solutions to public and private
businesses, large and small, across the globe.

DO MORE FOR YOUR CLIENTS
Enquire today on 0330 332 7933
enquiries@intercity.technology
Visit intercity.technology

